Populations of excited 5Li and 6Li fragments have been measured for the 3He+Ag reaction at 200 MeV. At forward angles, fragments emitted via preequilibrium mechanisms display population probabilities that are consistent with emission temperatures of about 4 MeV, comparable to other measurements of preequilibrium processes. In contrast, fragments emitted to backward angles display much smaller population probabilities consistent with emission temperatures of about 1 MeV. Such low temperatures are consistent with residue excitation energies predicted by molecular dynamics calculations.
In general, the emission of intermediate mass fragments (IMF's: Z=3-20) occurs via a mixture of preequilibrium and equilibrium emission mechanisms [1] [2] [3] [4] . These two mechanisms can be better distinguished for light ion than for heavy ion induced reactions due to the rather small momenta carried by light ion beams and the absence of deep inelastic scattering phenomena. The relative importance of preequilibrium emission increases with incident energy [ 2, [4] [5] [6] . For example, compound nuclear emission mechanisms account for most of the fragments emitted in 3He induced reactions at low incident energies, E~<60 MeV [5] ; at E~200 MeV, the two contributions become comparable [ 2 ] .
While statistical models for compound nuclear decay have been fairly successful in describing the emission of fragments from the compound nucleus [2, 5, 6] , a comparable understanding of preequilibrium fragment emission in light ion induced reactions has been elusive. Dynamical models [7, 8 ] for fragment emission generally underpredict the yields for preequilibrium fragment emission [9] [10] [11] . On the other hand, some success in describing the fragment yields and energy spectra has been achieved by assuming the statistical emission of IMF's from a hot thermalized subsystem, formed by the overlap of the projectile with the target, as this subsystem equilibrates with the remainder of the target [ 1, 2 ] .
Integral to the success of this latter model [ 1 ] is the assumption that the subsystem has a local temperature which is significantly larger than the temperature of the compound nucleus. Such a local thermalization, however, should also be reflected by differences between the emission temperatures [12] [13] [14] [15] extracted from the decays of excited IMF's emitted by preequilibrium processes to forward angles and those extracted from equilibrium emissions to backward angles. For example, emission temperatures of about 6.0 and 2.8 MeV are predicted via the accreting source model of ref. [ 1 ] for 6Li fragments emitted to forward and backward angles, respectively, in the SHe + Ag reaction at Elab = 200 MeV. In this work we describe measurements performed to test for such manifestations of a local thermalization of the incident collective energy. The experiment was performed by bombarding a natural 1.05 mg/cm 2 Ag target by a 200 MeV 3He beam from the Indiana University Cyclotron Facility. Coincident light panicles were detected with a high resolution hodoscope [12] consisting of 13 closely packed telescopes. Four of these telescopes were each comprised of four silicon detectors (75 ~tm, 100 ttm, 5 mm, and 5 mm thick). The other nine telescopes were each comprised of two silicon detectors (200 ttm and 5 mm thick ) and a 10 cm thick NaI (TI) detector. Two single-wire gas counters were placed in front of each telescope to provide x and y position information. Energy calibrations of the silicon detectors were obtained using an 24*Am source and extended to higher energies with a precision pulser. The NaI (TI) detectors were calibrated with the AE information from the 5 mm Si(Li) detectors and by detecting recoil protons produced'in the bombardment of a polypropylene target by 200 MeV 3He ions. Measurements were performed with the hodoscope centered at Olab = 42 ° and 109 o.
Energy spectra for this reaction [ 2 ] are consistent with the emission of fragments predominantly via preequilibrium decay processes at forward angles and via equilibrium decay processes at backward angles. The excited state populations in SLi and 6Li nuclei relevant for this work can bc easily observed via correlation functions, R(Ere~), defined in terms of the measured coincidence yield Y~2(PI, P2) and the singles yields Yl(Pl ) and YE(P2):
Here, pl andp2 are the momenta of the two particles in the laboratory and Ere1 is the relative energy between the two particles. The sums on both sides of eq. ( 1 ) are extended over all energy, position and detector combinations corresponding to specific relative energy bins. The normalization constant C in eq. ( 1 ) is chosen so that 1 + R (Ere1) is unity for values of Ere~, significantly above the channel threshold where resonances are not observed in the exit channel. Fig. 2 shows the d-a correlation function for Ol,b = 109 °. Here, the E*= 2.19 MeV excited state is easily observed, but the higher lying states at E* = 4.31 and 5.65 MeV are not, and the yields of 5Li nuclei at O~ab= 109 ° (not shown) are also too small to be clearly observed. These latter observations are consistent with a low emission temperature at 0tab = 109 °. The suppression of proton-rich SLi emission from the more neutron-rich composite system could also be a factor [ 16 ] . Following ref. [ 13 ] , the yields of these particle unstable states were obtained by fitting the measured yields corresponding to the peaks in figs. 1 and 2 with resonance line shapes, while correcting for detection efficiencies and non-resonant combinatorial backgrounds [12] . Reasonable fits were obtained for backgrounds lying within the values bounded by the dashed lines in figs. 1 and 2 ; the best fits are shown by the solid curves. The population probability for each state is obtained by dividing by the (2J+ 1 ) spin degeneracy and by the yield of stable 6Li nuclei [ 13 ] . Unresolved 6Li states at E* = 4.31 and 5.65 MeV were assigned the same population probability within the fits.
In most statistical models [ 17 ] , the initial excited state population probabilities are assumed to be proportional to exp(-E*/Tem) where Tern is the temperature of the system when the fragment is emitted. Modifications to the initial populations of excited states caused by the sequential feeding from heavier particle unstable nuclei have been estimated via sequential decay calculations. In these calculations, the excited states of primary emitted fragments are populated thermally, and then allowed to decay, using approximations outlined in ref. [ 13 ] . Unknown spins or parities of low lying discrete states were assigned randomly and the calculations were repeated to assess the sensitivities of the population probabilities to these spectroscopic uncertainties.
The dot-dashed curves in fig. 3 show: (panel a) the predictions for the ratio of the initial population probabilities (before sequential feeding) for the two measured particle unstable states of 5Li, (panel b) the population probability for the E* = 2.19 MeV excited state of 6Li, (panel c) the average population probability for the E*--4.31 and 5.65 MeV excited states of 6Li, and (panel d) the ratio of the average population probability for the E*=4.31 and 5.65 MeV states to the population probability for the E*= 2. for emission temperatures of about 4 MeV; this value is comparable to the temperatures, 3 ~< Tem ~< 6 MeV, measured for preequilibrium emission in other reactions [ 15 ] . In contrast, the dotted lines in fig. 3b indicate that a much lower population probability, consistent with an emission temperature of about 1 MeV, is obtained at ~,b = 109 o for the E* = 2.19 MeV excited state of 6Li. While large differences between forward and backward angle emission temperatures are qualitatively consistent with a local thermalization of the incident kinetic energy, both values are much smaller than the values predicted by the accreting source model of ref. [ 1 ] . The discrepancy at ~.b= 109 ° suggests, in particular, that significantly more energy is radiated via preequilibrium emission than the accreting source model [ 1 ] predicts. The observed emission temperatures are also lower than the temperatures extracted from fits to the IMF energy spectra [2 ] , assuming a preequilibrium source (yielding T~8 MeV) which dominates at forward angles and an isotropic equilibrated source (yielding T~ 3.4 MeV) which dominates at backward angles. Other investigations [ 15 ] have reported similar observations and have suggested that spectral temperatures may be enhanced due to nonthermal contributions from collective motion [ 18] , and emission temperatures reduced due to cooling via expansion [19] [20] [21] [22] or via preequilibrium emission [ 19, 22 ] or both. The present work confirms observations [ 15, 23 ] that emission temperatures can be less than spectral temperatures for angles where equilibrium emission mechanisms are more dominant. This latter inconsistency suggests either difficulties in the theoretical interpretation of emission temperatures for equilibrium decays, or alterations of the energy spectra at backward angles due to rotational effects [24] , or contributions from non-equilibrium emission mechanisms [25 ] , or both.
Emission temperatures for preequilibrium processes have been reproduced via transport model calculations [ 22, 26 ] . It is interesting to explore whether the low emission temperatures of target-like residues observed in this work can be similarly reproduced. The calculation of such low residue temperatures, however, requires numerical accuracies in excitation energy computation that are presently only achieved within the QPD molecular dynamics model [ 7, 26 ] . Temperatures of daughter residual nuclei after 6Li emission were therefore calculated assuming: ( 1 ) first chance emission, (2) a level density parameter of a=A/8 MeV -1 and (3) residue excitation energies and angular momenta provided by the QPD model. The resulting emission temperatures, shown by the solid points in fig. 4 as a function of impact parameter, were evaluated after an elapsed time of 90 fm/c and corrected for the separation energy and the measured average kinetic energy taken away by the excited 6Li nuclei. The error bars reflect the theoretical uncertainties in determining the freezeout time at the end of the preequilibrium cascade. For central collisions, b~< 2, the calculations are close to the measured value indicated by the cross-hatched region. Due to the large mean kinetic and separation energies of the measured 6Li particle unstable nuclei, the temperature of the parent residual nucleus (2.5 MeV) is significantly higher than that of the daughter nucleus. In this respect, the discrepancy between the calculated temperature of the parent residual nucleus and the spectral temperature of the equilibrium source may be reduced but not eliminated. The present measurements do suggest temperatures that are 10 In summary, populations of excited 5Li and 6Li fragments have been measured for the 3He + Ag reaction at 200 MeV. For fragments emitted to forward angles by non-compound emission mechanisms, emission temperatures of about 4 MeV are observed, similar to other measurements of preequilibrium processes. Fragments emitted to backward angles, however, display much smaller populations probabilities consistent with an emission temperature of about 1 MeV. This surprisingly low emission temperature at Olab= 109 ° is consistent with the predictions of QPD molecular dynamics model calculations.
